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Dressing
for success
Time to start clowning around
How to go
about things

NOTES FROM
THE BEAUTY
DESK
Farrah Francis

I

f you think the term clowning around is all fun and
games you’re wrong. A
Brazilian make-up artist
posted a video of herself
on YouTube in which she applied
make-up in a “clown-like” format
using geometric shapes to apply
various shades of highlighters,
foundations and cover-ups. She
then blended and the result was
an amazing overall smooth appearance. The video garnered
over one million views.
But it was more than just another tutorial. It was about making a stand. Telling women that
make-up is fun, makes you feel
feminine and helps enhance
your best features. It is supposed
to make you feel good. Whether
you apply tons of it or in simple
measures.
If you follow any sort of social
media, from bloggers to Facebook, Instagram or Twitter you
would also pick up on the latest
fad, “make-up shaming and body
shaming”.
How it works is, any woman
who is brave enough to post a picture of herself on social media is
bound to be the subject of a barrage of hurtful comments, hurled
at them for not being perfect.
Now, for many, the question
might be why put yourself out
there in the first place? Well,
while social media may imply
freedom of speech there are rules,
etiquettes and manners to abide
by.
I will always go back to the social media class I took where the
lecturer aptly pointed out: “The

How to achieve perfect
contouring using the clown
make -up effect
 Look for the best concealers, highlighters and
foundation your pocket can
afford. You will use all three
products in conjunction.
 Apply highlighters to areas close to the eyes, around
the mouth, while concealers
and foundations can be dotted throughout the face. Pay
particular attention to the
areas under the eyes and the
side of the nose. Apply darker shades on the outskirts of
the face and shade the inner
parts of the face with lighter
colours. Pay attention to
areas which may suffer from
pigmentation.
 Apply a lighter shade of
blush to the cheeks. This
helps to highlight the cheekbones.
 You will now see why it is
called “Clown-Make-up”.
 Using cosmetic wedges
or a foundation brush blend
like you have never blended
before – in circular, upward
motions.
 Apply the usual suspects,
mascara, eyeliner, eye-shadow and lipstick.

rule of thumb is to ask yourself,
would you say this to a group of
strangers in a social setting? If the
answer is no, don’t do it.”
Women who use social media to promote themselves, their
businesses or simply just to have
fun, are liberating other women to do so and showcasing what
“real” women look like.

PRODUCT
OF THE WEEK
What is it?: Resulté Hair Loss Tonic
What does it do?: Resulté has been carefully
created to deliver the best possible results immediately. The almost all natural formula is highly
effective at stimulating the hair follicles and scalp
circulation for several hours after application,
promoting thicker and stronger hair. Retails for
R150.

For more information
visit resulte.co.za

POLO VERSUS HORSE RACING:
WHAT TO WEAR TO AN EQUESTRAIN
EVENT
 Land Rover Africa
Cup 2015 a highlight
on the South African
equestrian calendar.
Genevieve Vieira

F

ashion is an expression of
self. It’s a fun, quirky way
to share bits of personality with the world, without actually having to say
anything.

While there are many events
that allow a platform for such expression, the Land Rover Africa
Cup polo tournament comes out
tops. Each year hundreds of celebrities, fashionistas, socialites
and some of the continent’s most
influential business figures flock
to Sandton to show off their sophisticated sense of style.
Polo fashion differs somewhat
from that of horse racing. With
the Durban July come and
gone, it’s time to drop the
showbiz act and embrace
your classy side.
Polo as the “sport of
kings”, is a benchmark
for the sophisticated. According to South African
designer Malcolm Kluck,
polo fashion is “elegant
and refined rather than showy
and over the top, bringing prestige, status and sophistication to
the game.
“This is old money territory,”
he says.
Since trends and
style within fashion
are meant to enhance
the status of individuals, polo is all about
opulence and dressing
appropriately is a sign
of wealth.
Kluck elaborates:
“The social game is as
much a part of Polo as
the horses. It is high
end and the fashion is
to match.”
While bound by
certain
confounds,
there is always a way
to add a little personal style to your outfit.
Polo sports allows for
more interactive, comfortable and less dramatic attire.
South African fashion ‘Renaissance Man’,
Shaldon Kopman, says
it well: “Crowds are intimate and less of a parade
fair.
“Polo enthusiasts seem to
have lots of fun with colour, natural fabrication, prints and textures,” he says. “It is all about
comfy chic, practicality and functionality of garments.”
Kopman started his career in
the fashion industry as a model
and moved on to become a stylist,
where he was schooled in the art
of fashion in cities like New York,
Paris, Milan, Melbourne, Amsterdam and Dubai.
He has developed a reputation
and panache for dressing international celebrities and power
brokers.
What to wear if you’re a firsttimer?

Art meets fashion
Genevieve Vieira

TREND SETTER
OUTFIT BY
MALCOLM KLUCK

info
 The Land Rover Africa Cup
takes place from August 14 to 16 at
the Inanda Club in Sandton.
 Limited tickets are available for
the public.
 Tickets are R200 per person
and available from Computicket.
 Gates open 10am.
“It’s important to be appropriate for the occasion,” says Kluck.
“Long evening gowns are a no-no.
Too short, just as bad. Something
around the knee, more formal is
most appropriate. It is an expensive sport and quite elitist, the
horses are highly disciplined and
so are their owners. Following
the correct etiquette is more than
just rules. It’s a sport to say what
and who you are without saying a
word.”
Stiffness and rigidity are definite no-no’s. Kopman advises you
avoid any ensemble that will compromise movement and comfort.
“Avoid shiny polyester at all
costs,” he warns.
Remember to wear heels that
don’t sink into the grass, coordinate your hat and outfit and definitely cover your head.
Who are the world’s polo fashionistas to look out for?

SOPHISTICATION
GEARING UP FOR THE 2015 LAND ROVER AFRICA CUP
the place to be this month.
The game returns to the renowned Inanda Club from August 14-16, with players at the top
of their game from South Africa,
Ghana, Zimbabwe, Egypt, Nigeria
and Uganda.
It promises to be fiercely competitive as players battle it out for
the coveted Land Rover Africa
Cup trophy.
A highlight on the South African equestrian calendar, the
event brings to beauty, power and
prestige. Join in and be a part of
the biggest four-legged competition in Africa.

POLO PLAYER
RISING TALENT,
ZOMPIE TSOTETSI
Probably the most famous
are the royal family, which often
means price is not an issue. Although, for the layperson wanting
to attend the event, it’s important
to understand that ensembles
do not need to be taxing on the
pocket.
Kopman says: “Most designers can accommodate modern
sporty fashion.”
A large trend globally, those who understand
this hybrid movement in
fashion, shouldn’t have a
problem.
So forget too loud over
the top creations. Embrace
sophistication,
while still maintaining
your sense of style and
comfort.
With the continent
well represented, the 2015
Land Rover Africa Cup is
set to be the hottest ticket,

For more information
visit inandaclub.co.za

reserved for only the very select
sophisticates moving and shaking
the upper tiers of South African
pop society. The event is synonymous with the who’s who and is

RENAISSANCE MAN
OUTFIT BY SHALDON KOPMAN

Andy Warhol, almost 30 years
after his death, is still inspiring
young creatives to explore the
relationship between artistic
expression and celebrity culture. The controversial American artist, who flourished in
the 1960s, left behind an extensive collection of artworks,
from paintings to sketch, silk
screens, sculpture and more.
This legacy includes a series
of drawings put together for
a newspaper feature in 1957,
which focus on women’s eyewear. These drawings were
characterised by classy female
figures wearing sassy and mysterious 50s-style sunglasses.
Now, and why it’s never been
done before, is beyond me.
Retrosuperfuture and the
Andy Warhol Foundation
teamed up and used these
drawings as inspiration to create highly iconic sunglasses.
Interpreting Warhol’s original creations, designers experimented with materials,
shapes and production techniques for a unique, collectable
yet wearable collection. The
result is a series of four different silhouettes that embody
Warhol’s witty visual flair.
This custom series proposes an entirely novel approach
to eyewear design. It’s eclectic,
unique and unconventional.
Unfortunately, the collection is extremely limited with
100 pieces per model worldwide.
When asked the reasoning
behind this approach, Gary
Sher, brand manager of Retrosuperfuture SA explains,
“Just as art is limited and exclusive, we wanted to do the
same with this product. We
were looking to inspire and
push boundaries by translating art into fashion.
“This makes our product a
true collector’s piece. We are
SUPER
STYLISH.
The Super x
Andy Warhol
Illustrated
Series.

Just as art is
limited and exclusive, we wanted to
do the same with
this product
Gary Sher
brand manager
Retrosuperfuture SA

not looking to make profits
off this collaboration. While
we can’t all afford an original
Warhol piece that hangs on
our walls forever, we can be inspired by him and his works.”
The four designs, named
Babybaby, Nicolou, Velvetdarling and Ultracandy, were
created by Retrosuperfuture’s
design and editorial team.
“We simply had a look at the
final eyepieces and looked for
names that we believe fitted
each product,” Sher says.
“BabyBaby, for instance, is a
sassy female name, due to the
product looking like a mischievous pair of lips.
UltraCandy, on the other hand, draws its look from
heart-shaped red pop candy,
which can be seen through the
lens shape and colorway.”
For more information
visit retrosuperfuture.co.za

